Let (G,{GF),A) be a field formation. (For the notations and basic facts, see [1, Chapter 14, .) Then for every tower F C K C L with K/F and L/F normal, the sequence
is exact. We shall prove that if h2(K/F) = [K: F]c for every normal layer K/F with a fixed integer c > 0, then for every tower F C E C K with A/F normal, res: H2(K/F) -* H2(K/E) is surjective. is surjective. Thus the composite (2) of these is surjective. This completes the proof of the remark. We now offer an example of field formation in which h2(K/F) = [K: F] for every normal layer K/F. Let p be a rational prime and Qp be the rational />adic number field. Let P = Qp{t}, the field of formal power series in I over Q . Let Í2 be the splitting field of the polynomials X" -t over P for all integers n > 0 not divisible by p. Given a finite extension F of P in ñ, let Gf be the Galois group of Q/F. Then (G,{GF},ÜX), where G = GP and ñx is the multiplicative group of Í2, is a field formation. We claim that h2(K/F) = [K: F] for every normal layer K/F in Q/P.
The ground field P is complete under the nonarchimedian valuation | | given by M =e-'if X = S akl ' ak G Q/>> ar ** °» and the valuation is extended to fi. Given a field K in the formation, let 0K, MK and t/^ be the valuation ring, its maximal ideal and the group of units in 8K, respectively. Let K = 8K/MK and UK = 1 + M%. The residue field K is an abelian extension of Q . Since every normal layer in our formation is solvable, by induction we see that it is sufficient to prove the equality h2(K/F) = [K: F] for every cyclic layer K/F of prime degree. For this it is sufficient to establish the equality in the following two cases: (a) when K/F is unramified and (b) when K/F is totally ramified. 
